Lesson 4-4

Example 1 Divide by Decimals
Find 6.93  1.8.   Estimate  7  2 = 3.5

Multiply both the divisor and the dividend by 10 to make the divisor a whole number.
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	Place the decimal point.
		               − 54		Divide as with whole numbers.
        			      153
                                       − 144
			          90	Annex a zero to continue.
			       − 90
			            0
6.93 divided by 1.8 is 3.85.	Compare to the estimate.

Check	 3.85 × 1.8 = 6.93  


Example 2 Zeros in the Quotient and Dividend
Find 83.2  0.52.

Multiply the divisor and the dividend each by 100 to make the divisor a whole number.
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	Place the decimal point.
			     − 52	Divide.
 			        312
			     − 312
			            00	Write a zero in the ones place of the quotient
					because 0  52 = 0.	
So, 83.2  0.52 = 160.

Check  160 × 0.52 = 83.2  



Example 3 Zeros in the Quotient and Dividend
Find 0.08  1.6.

Multiply the divisor and the dividend each by 10 to make the divisor a whole number.
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	Place the decimal point.
− 0	16 does not go into 8, so write a 0 in the tenths
      08		place.
   − 00
        80	Annex a 0 in the dividend and continue to divide.
     − 80
          0
So, 0.08  1.6 = 0.05.

Check  0.05 × 1.6 = 0.08  


Example 4 Round Quotients
STOCK   Daniel has $945.24 to spend on stock.  He selects a stock that has a current price of $27.65 per share.  How many shares of stock can Daniel purchase?  Round to the nearest hundredth.

Find $945.24  $27.65.
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			               − 8295
				      11574
				   − 11060
				          5140
			                   − 2765
				          23750
				       − 22120
				            16300
				         − 13825
				              2475

To the nearest hundredth, $945.24  $27.65 = 34.19.
So, Daniel can purchase 34.19 shares of stock.



